“The overall experience had a profound impact on me and further completed and consolidated my Zionist identity ... Serving the country in this small way deepened the bond which had been more abstract. I would hope to serve regularly in the future, as a ‘late life’ reserve duty.”

“One of the best things that I have ever done.”

“I loved it! Interacting and working with soldiers was fantastic beyond belief... I never cry, but I couldn’t get through flag raising and singing Hatikva without tearing up. Dream come true!”

“Returning home to be an ambassador demonstrating to the community that taking action rather than an armchair director offering opinions about Israel’s actions, is the way to go.”

**PLEASE LET US KNOW**

We encourage you to let us know if you have already made a commitment to VFI through your will or other long-range financial plans so that we may thank you and recognize you with membership in the VFI Sustainers. You may, of course, make your gift anonymously. If you are considering a planned gift, we can work with you and your advisors to ensure that your gift is administered according to your wishes.

**CONTACT US**

We appreciate your interest in learning about bequest opportunities to benefit VFI. If there is anything we can assist with, or if you would like a confidential phone call or home visit, please do not hesitate to contact:

Dr. Barry Stein  
Legacy Chairman  
215-646-6381  
steinbf@verizon.net

**VOLUNTEERS FOR ISRAEL**

Federal Tax Identification Number 13-3143219

Volunteers for Israel is not authorized, or qualified, to give financial, tax and/or legal advice in relation to any and all planned gifts being considered by its supporters. You are strongly urged to consult a financial advisor or attorney before making any gift.
YOUR BEQUEST WILL HELP US REALIZE THE PROMISE OF VFI’S BRIGHT FUTURE

Ensure that VFI will be able to meet the challenges of the future. Your generosity will enable VFI to continue to meet its goal of service to Israel over the long term, through working hand-in-hand with Israelis.

VFI is now more than 30 years old. Contribute to the continued growth of the organization by providing financial resources necessary to provide an enriching experience to our volunteers, not just for tomorrow, but for years to come.

Your bequest provides a way for you to make an enduring and meaningful statement to your loved ones about your most important beliefs and values, and to inspire them with the same dedication that you have expressed through your volunteerism. Part of your personal legacy can help to ensure that your commitment to Israel will live on through VFI.

VFI SUSTAINERS

VFI Sustainers is the recognition society that we have established in appreciation of supporters who have chosen to make bequests to Volunteers for Israel.

To show our appreciation, members of VFI Sustainers are acknowledged in donor lists, by a Sustainers Certificate, and through special periodic status reports.

WAYS TO GIVE

There are numerous giving options depending on your age, your income and assets, and your vision of giving. These include:

- BEQUESTS UNDER WILL OR LIVING TRUST
- BENEFICIARY DESIGNATIONS UNDER RETIREMENT PLAN ASSETS [401(K), 403(B), IRA]
- PLEDGES
- LIFE INSURANCE

There are two forms of gifts.

UNRESTRICTED GIFT
This gift can be used where the need or opportunity is greatest.

Sample Bequest Language:
I give to Volunteers for Israel, a nonprofit 501(c)(3) corporation located at 330 West 42nd Street, Suite 1618, New York, New York 10036, organized and existing under the laws of the State of New York, the sum of $_____ [or _____% of the rest, residue and remainder of my estate] to be used for its general purpose.

GIFT FOR A SPECIFIC PURPOSE
A charitable bequest can also be designated for a specific purpose. It is best to have both the designation and the language approved by VFI to avoid any potential difficulties in the execution of the will, and to ensure that VFI meets your gift’s intention.

BENEFITS OF GIVING

Enables you to make a significant contribution that may otherwise not have been possible during your lifetime.

Removes assets from your taxable estate.

Most important, any option you choose creates a powerful legacy that will help preserve the future of VFI and strengthen Israel.

INCLUDING VOLUNTEERS FOR ISRAEL IN YOUR WILL

A bequest made under your will or trust is a practical way to provide meaningful financial support to help secure VFI’s future. There are two simple ways to remember VFI:

- A specific bequest directs a fixed dollar amount or particular assets, such as securities or other property.
- A residuary bequest directs all or a percentage of the remainder of your estate, after specific gifts to other beneficiaries have been fulfilled. No amount is too small, and any amount can make a significant impact on VFI’s work.

I would like to learn more about ways to include VFI in my estate planning.

Inquire by email to: steinbf@verizon.net

Or by mail:

- I want to know about making a bequest.
- Please contact me with additional information about VFI Sustainers.
- I have already included VFI in my estate planning.
- I would consider including VFI in my estate planning and would like to meet with a representative of the Legacy Office.

NAME (PLEASE PRINT)

STREET ADDRESS

CITY

STATE ZIP

TELEPHONE (OPTIONAL)

E-MAIL (OPTIONAL)

Please tear off and return to:

Dr. Barry Stein
Legacy Chairman
1650 Limerick Lane
Dresher, PA 19025